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Abstract

Shear-wave splitting measurements are commonly used to resolve seismic anisotropy in both the upper and lowermost mantle.

Typically, such techniques are applied to SmKS phases that have reflected (m-1) times off the underside of the core-mantle

boundary before being recorded. Practical constraints for shear-wave splitting studies include the limited number of suitable

phases as well as the large fraction of available data discarded because of poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) or large measurement

uncertainties. Array techniques such as beamforming are commonly used in observational seismology to enhance SNRs, but

have not been applied before to improve SmKS signal strength and coherency for shear wave splitting studies. Here, we

investigate how a beamforming methodology, based on slowness and backazimuth vespagrams to determine the most coherent

incoming wave direction, can improve shear-wave splitting measurement confidence intervals. Through the analysis of real

and synthetic seismograms, we show that (1) the splitting measurements obtained from the beamformed seismograms (beams)

reflect an average of the single-station splitting parameters that contribute to the beam; (2) the beams have (on average) more

than twice as large SNRs than the single-station seismograms that contribute to the beam; (3) the increased SNRs allow the

reliable measurement of shear wave splitting parameters from beams down to average single-station SNRs of 1.3. Beamforming

may thus be helpful to more reliably measure splitting due to upper mantle anisotropy. Moreover, we show that beamforming

holds potential to greatly improve detection of lowermost mantle anisotropy by demonstrating differential SKS-SKKS splitting

analysis using beamformed USArray data.
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Key Points:11

• Major limitations for shear-wave splitting measurements are the limited number12

of suitable phases and low signal-to-noise ratios.13

• Beamforming enhances the signal-to-noise ratio, enabling us to use unusual seis-14

mic phases and a larger data fraction for shear-wave splitting measurements.15

• This holds potential for investigations of mantle anisotropy, particularly in the low-16

ermost mantle.17
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Abstract18

Shear-wave splitting measurements are commonly used to resolve seismic anisotropy19

in both the upper and lowermost mantle. Typically, such techniques are applied to SmKS20

phases that have reflected (m-1) times off the underside of the core-mantle boundary be-21

fore being recorded. Practical constraints for shear-wave splitting studies include the lim-22

ited number of suitable phases as well as the large fraction of available data discarded23

because of poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) or large measurement uncertainties. Ar-24

ray techniques such as beamforming are commonly used in observational seismology to25

enhance SNRs, but have not been applied before to improve SmKS signal strength and26

coherency for shear wave splitting studies. Here, we investigate how a beamforming method-27

ology, based on slowness and backazimuth vespagrams to determine the most coherent28

incoming wave direction, can improve shear-wave splitting measurement confidence in-29

tervals. Through the analysis of real and synthetic seismograms, we show that (1) the30

splitting measurements obtained from the beamformed seismograms (beams) reflect an31

average of the single-station splitting parameters that contribute to the beam; (2) the32

beams have (on average) more than twice as large SNRs than the single-station seismo-33

grams that contribute to the beam; (3) the increased SNRs allow the reliable measure-34

ment of shear wave splitting parameters from beams down to average single-station SNRs35

of 1.3. Beamforming may thus be helpful to more reliably measure splitting due to up-36

per mantle anisotropy. Moreover, we show that beamforming holds potential to greatly37

improve detection of lowermost mantle anisotropy by demonstrating differential SKS-38

SKKS splitting analysis using beamformed USArray data.39

Plain Language Summary40

When earthquakes occur, seismic waves are produced that travel through the deep41

Earth to distant seismic stations. In some portions of the Earth, seismic waves travel-42

ling in different directions or with different vibration directions travel at different speeds.43

This phenomenon is known as seismic anisotropy and results from individual mineral crys-44

tals aligning with mantle flow. Therefore, by measuring seismic anisotropy, we can ob-45

tain insights into how Earth’s mantle flows, a process called mantle convection.46

In this work, we show that seismic anisotropy can be inferred from recordings of47

seismic phases that are summed (or stacked) across a number of spatially separated sta-48
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tions (seismic arrays). The resulting stacks are also called beams. Beams have an increased49

signal clarity compared to single-station seismograms, leading to several advantages for50

analyses of seismic anisotropy. For example, the increased signal strength in beams al-51

lows for the usage of weaker seismic phases, which are not commonly used for measur-52

ing seismic anisotropy. Moreover, measurements made on beamformed data are more ro-53

bust. This new technique enables us to suggest new directions for lowermost mantle an-54

isotropy analyses.55

1 Introduction56

Measurements of seismic anisotropy, or the dependence of seismic velocities on the57

propagation direction and polarization of the wave, may reveal flow and deformation within58

the Earth (e.g., Montagner & Anderson, 1989; Marone & Romanowicz, 2007; Russo et59

al., 2010; Long & Becker, 2010; Nowacki et al., 2010; Walpole et al., 2014; Creasy et al.,60

2017; Grund & Ritter, 2018; Wolf et al., 2019; Wolf & Long, 2022). Measurements of up-61

per and lowermost mantle anisotropy can yield relatively direct constraints on mantle62

convection and dynamics; in contrast, the bulk of the lower mantle is almost isotropic63

(e.g., Panning & Romanowicz, 2006). In general, the fast polarization directions of up-64

per mantle anisotropy often align with plate motions (e.g., Silver, 1996; Chang et al., 2014;65

Becker & Lebedev, 2021), although there are some notable exceptions (e.g., Kneller et66

al., 2005). Spatially averaged patterns of upper mantle anisotropy inferred from surface67

and body waves are similar (e.g., Becker & Lebedev, 2021). In cases of particularly good68

ray coverage, details of upper mantle mineralogy and olivine fabric types have even been69

inferred from measurements of upper mantle anisotropy (e.g., Löberich et al., 2021).70

While upper mantle anisotropy is relatively straightforward to infer, lowermost man-71

tle anisotropy is more challenging, both from a measurement (e.g., Wookey et al., 2005b;72

Nowacki & Wookey, 2016; Tesoniero et al., 2020; Wolf et al., 2022a, 2022b) and inter-73

pretation (e.g., Ford et al., 2015; Creasy et al., 2020; Wolf & Long, 2022) point of view.74

Reasons include that the the upper mantle influences the seismic phases that are com-75

monly used to infer lowermost mantle anisotropy, and the mechanism for lowermost man-76

tle anisotropy remains imperfectly understood (e.g., Wookey et al., 2005a; Nowacki et77

al., 2011). Lowermost mantle anisotropy is thought to be particularly strong at the edges78

of the two antipodal large-low velocity provinces (LLVPs) atop the core-mantle bound-79

ary (e.g., Wang & Wen, 2004; Cottaar & Romanowicz, 2013; Deng et al., 2017; Reiss et80
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al., 2019). Anisotropy at the base of the mantle has also been connected to slab-driven81

flow in lowermost mantle regions with faster than average seismic velocities (e.g., Nowacki82

et al., 2010; Asplet et al., 2020; Creasy et al., 2021; Wolf & Long, 2022) and to upwelling83

flow in the deep mantle at the base of plumes (e.g., Ford et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2019).84

Inferring flow patterns at the base of the mantle remains challenging, however, due to85

the scarcity of suitable waveforms, large measurement uncertainties, and/or insufficient86

data coverage (Wookey et al., 2005b; Nowacki et al., 2010; Creasy et al., 2017; Wolf et87

al., 2019; Wolf & Long, 2022). Improving our ability to measure lowermost mantle an-88

isotropy will be beneficial for answering several outstanding big-picture questions related89

to deep mantle dynamics. For example, more detailed knowledge about deep mantle an-90

isotropy may potentially help us to understand the origin and evolution of the LLVPs91

(e.g., Torsvik, 2019; Wolf & Evans, 2022), the fate of subducted slabs (e.g., van der Hilst92

et al., 1997; Tackley, 2000), and patterns of whole mantle convection (e.g., Bercovici &93

Karato, 2003; Li & Zhong, 2017).94

Shear-wave splitting measurements are commonly applied to SKS phases (Figure 1a)95

to characterize upper mantle anisotropy beneath a station (e.g., Long et al., 2009; Liu96

et al., 2014; Walpole et al., 2014). SKS is a convenient target phase because it is initially97

SV polarized due to the P-to-SV conversion at the core-mantle boundary (CMB) on the98

receiver-side leg of the raypath. SKS splitting measurements have been applied to a large99

number of stations world-wide and are available in open access databases (Barruol et al.,100

2009; Trabant et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014). Results reported in these databases repre-101

sent a collection of the well-constrained measurements that could be obtained, while a102

substantial fraction of measurements that are of poor quality are not included. The most103

common reason to discard data in SmKS splitting studies is large measurement confi-104

dence intervals due to poor waveform clarity or low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). This105

means that only a relatively small subset of potentially useful SKS splitting data is used106

for geologic interpretation. The same is true for other commonly used phases such as SKKS107

(Figure 1a) and PKS, that are also sometimes suitable to measure upper mantle aniso-108

tropy.109

The splitting of *KS (e.g., SKS, PKS, SKKS, etc.) phases is generally thought to110

mostly reflect upper mantle anisotropy because the upper mantle is likely more strongly111

anisotropic than the deep mantle (e.g., Panning & Romanowicz, 2006). However, in some112

cases, there may be some contribution from anisotropy in the deeper mantle. The pres-113
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ence of lowermost mantle anisotropy is often inferred from differential SKS-SKKS split-114

ting (e.g., Niu & Perez, 2004; Restivo & Helffrich, 2006; Long, 2009; Long & Lynner, 2015;115

Deng et al., 2017; Grund & Ritter, 2018; Wolf et al., 2019; Reiss et al., 2019; Lutz et al.,116

2020; Asplet et al., 2020). The argument for this analysis technique is that SKS and SKKS117

raypaths are very similar in the upper mantle, but they sample different portions of the118

deep mantle and have different propagation directions (see Figure 1a). Therefore, sig-119

nificant differences in SKS and SKKS splitting can be attributed to a contribution from120

anisotropy in the deep mantle to the splitting of one or both phases. A downside of this121

technique is that it requires the measurements of well-constrained SKS and SKKS split-122

ting parameters on a single seismogram, a quality requirement often only met by a small123

subset of data. Additionally, measurements of differential SKS-SKKS splitting often show124

substantial scatter (e.g., Wolf et al., 2019; Reiss et al., 2019; Lutz et al., 2020; Asplet et125

al., 2020) and are therefore not straightforward to interpret.126

Stacking of seismic data is commonly applied to increase SNRs based on the as-127

sumption that the seismic phase is coherent and so will sum constructively, while the back-128

ground noise will be incoherent and will sum destructively. However, stacking approaches129

are applied in shear-wave splitting studies relatively rarely. Wolfe and Silver (1998) in-130

troduced the stacking of single-station splitting error surfaces, which is based on the as-131

sumption of single layer seismic anisotropy with shear-wave splitting that is largely in-132

dependent of the backazimuth. Such an approach has been extended to multiple layers133

and been applied to station arrays (e.g., Link & Rümpker, 2021). Moreover, two recent134

studies of deep mantle anisotropy have applied a linear stacking approach to seismic data135

recorded across an array of seismic stations (Wolf & Long, 2022; Wolf et al., in review)136

and then measured splitting of SKS, SKKS and Sdiff waveforms from the resulting stacks.137

However, previous work that incorporated stacking across multiple stations has relied138

on restrictive assumptions that are often specific to the dataset in question.139

One promising technique is beamforming, which has been shown to be suitable for140

stacking and amplifying low amplitude signals (e.g., Rost & Thomas, 2002, 2009; Frost141

et al., 2013). Beamforming is commonly used in studies of mantle structure (e.g., Frost142

et al., 2020; Frost & Romanowicz, 2021; Li et al., 2022); however, it has not to our knowl-143

edge been applied before to shear-wave splitting. We use a beamforming method based144

on slowness and backazimuth vespagrams to determine the incoming wave direction which145

stacks most constructively and produces a coherent beam (Section 3.1). Applying a beam-146
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forming approach is a potentially interesting avenue for improving measurements of man-147

tle seismic anisotropy, and may be particularly promising for studies of anisotropy in the148

deep mantle. Beamforming increases SNR and waveform clarity, allowing the use of a149

larger data fraction in shear-wave splitting studies and yield datasets with substantially150

less scatter. Additionally, a beamforming approach may allow the use of unusual phases151

that normally have amplitudes that are too low in single-station seismograms to be used152

in splitting studies (for example, S3KS phases).153

The aim of this study is to establish the application of shear-wave splitting mea-154

surements to beamformed data as a viable tool for measuring mantle anisotropy. In what155

follows, we detail our dataset and basic data processing (Section 2), our beamforming156

and shear-wave splitting measurement approaches (Section 3) and show that we can mea-157

sure differential splitting between pairs of phases using a beamforming approach (Sec-158

tion 4). Then, we analyze shear-wave splitting of both beams and the single-station seis-159

mograms used to form the beams (Section 5.1). We do this without making assumptions160

where along the raypath the seismic anisotropy is located. Most waves are likely primar-161

ily influenced by upper mantle anisotropy; however, for some measurements, there may162

be a lowermost mantle anisotropy contribution. We also inform our conclusions through163

the analysis of synthetic data generated for a series of simple anisotropic models using164

the AxiSEM3D (Leng et al., 2016, 2019) global wavefield modeling tool (Section 5.2).165

Finally, we show a proof-of-concept example in which we compare SKS-SKKS differen-166

tial splitting measured from beamformed and single station data, investigating the low-167

ermost mantle beneath the eastern Pacific Ocean (Section 6). We find that measurements168

of SKS-SKKS differential splitting from beams are substantially more robust than from169

single-station seismograms, establishing a potentially useful approach for improving stud-170

ies of anisotropy at the base of the mantle.171

2 Data172

We use velocity seismograms from 8 earthquakes beneath the western Pacific Ocean173

(Supplementary Table S1) to analyze beam splitting parameters. These events are se-174

lected because they possess clear SKS and SKKS phases across a large number of seis-175

mic stations. We use the stations of the USArray and construct subarrays of subsets of176

stations drawn from the whole array. Figure 1b shows the source-subarray configuration177

used in this study. The data coverage across the United States (see Figure 1b, zoom-in)178
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is mainly influenced by the regions in which USArray stations were operating at the time179

when these 8 events occurred. We select events in part to ensure that our measurements180

cover different tectonic settings across the United States. Our subarrays, cover the Cas-181

cadia subduction zone and subduction zone backarc as well as the California transform182

boundary. We also use a large swath of stations in the continental interior; these stations183

potentially sample anisotropy frozen in the old and stable lithosphere. We thus include184

a variety of inferred upper mantle splitting patterns. For example, shear-wave splitting185

caused by anisotropy in old continental lithosphere is generally weak to moderate (e.g.,186

Chen et al., 2021) and splitting patterns in the US continental interior exhibit lateral187

heterogeneity (Yang et al., 2017). Splitting patterns in the Cascadia subduction zone are188

complex (e.g., Long, 2016), but the complex Cascadia backarc exhibits nearly uniform189

fast polarization directions with delay times that are generally large (∼2 s but with sub-190

stantial variability (e.g., Long et al., 2009; Eakin et al., 2019).191

3 Methods192

3.1 Beam forming193

For each event, we collect three component velocity data and then rotate the east194

and north components to radial (R) and transverse (T) components relative to the great195

circle path between events and stations. We construct subarrays of between 10 and 20196

USArray stations and beamform the traces, and then record the slowness and back az-197

imuth for which the SmKS beam amplitude is maximal, following the method of Frost198

et al. (2020). The beam is calculated at the “beam point”, which we set to the arithmetic199

average location of all stations in the subarray. The beam point is also used as the ref-200

erence from which to calculate the distance and backazimuth to the source.201

When an SmKS phase reflects off the underside of the CMB, the waveform under-202

goes a π
2 phase shift for every underside reflection (Choy & Richards, 1975), similar to203

S waves reflected off the surface of the Earth (e.g., SS, SSS, etc.). To correct for this,204

we apply a Hilbert transform to every SmKS wave (where m ≥ 2) for each underside205

reflection, so its phase is comparable to SKS.206

For each complete subarray, we stack each of the radial and transverse separately207

for the different SmKS phases that are predicted to arrive at that source-receiver dis-208

tance. We calculate predicted arrival times using the using 1D reference model PREM209
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(Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) and the TauP toolkit (Crotwell et al., 1999). Each SmKS210

phase is stacked separately, due to the differences in slownesses and backazimuths for dif-211

ferent phases. We window data 40 s prior to and 40 s after the predicted arrival times212

of the SmKS wave. We then construct vespagrams by simultaneously grid searching over213

slownesses (from 0 to 9 s/◦ in 0.1 s/◦ increments) and backazimuths (±20◦ in 1◦ incre-214

ments relative to the great-circle path) and then correct for the moveout for that slow-215

ness and backazimuth (Davies et al., 1971), as illustrated in Figure 2. We use a curved216

wavefront approach, which is appropriate for larger arrays such as those used here, in-217

stead of the typical plane-wave approximation (e.g., Rost & Thomas, 2009). To ensure218

that we construct the most coherent beam, we improve the slowness and backazimuth219

resolution using a coherence measure called the F-statistic (Selby, 2008; Frost et al., 2013),220

which measures the degree of similarity of all the individual traces to the beam calcu-221

lated in a moving time window to produce an F-trace. For each phase, we select the slow-222

ness and backazimuth that corresponds to the maximum amplitude in F-trace at the time223

of the SmKS wave and re-construct the linearly stacked beam (without the F-statistic)224

for this incoming wave direction. The result is three component beams for each subar-225

ray computed across the whole of the regional array.226

For data processing, we bandpass-filter the data, retaining periods between 4-50 s.227

This period range effectively highlights SmKS relative to the noise to determine slow-228

ness and backazimuth of the incoming wave as described above. These slowness and back-229

azimuth values are then used to stack unfiltered and unnormalized data, so that subse-230

quent splitting measurements are not affected by this preprocessing.231

3.2 Shear-wave splitting measurements232

Splitting measurements are conducted on single-station and beamformed data us-233

ing the SplitRacer software (Reiss & Rümpker, 2017; Reiss et al., 2019), a MATLAB-234

based graphical user interface. We retain periods between 6-25 s, which is a commonly235

used range (e.g., Wolf et al., 2022a). SplitRacer uses an algorithm that automatically236

picks the analyzed time windows and then retrieves splitting parameters for each time237

window individually; this ensures that the measured splitting parameters are robust and238

do not depend on the specific choice of the time window. SplitRacer calculates the time239

lag between slow and fast quasi S waves (δt) and the fast polarization direction (ϕ, mea-240

sured clockwise from the north) using the transverse energy minimization technique (Silver241
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& Chan, 1991). We calculate 95% confidence intervals using a corrected error estimate242

algorithm (Walsh et al., 2013). From the fast direction ϕ, we also calculate ϕ′, which de-243

notes the fast polarization measured clockwise from the backazimuthal direction (e.g.,244

Nowacki et al., 2010). We also use SplitRacer to estimate the splitting intensity (Chevrot,245

2000), SI, defined as246

SI = −2
T (t)R′(t)

|R′(t)|2
≈ δt sin(2(α− ϕ)) , (1)

where R(t) is the radial component, R′(t) is the radial component time derivative, T (t)247

is the transverse component and α is the wave’s initial polarization. This measurement248

is based on the waveform similarity between the transverse component, T (t), and the ra-249

dial component time derivative, R′(t), and quantifies how much energy is partitioned from250

the radial to the transverse component via splitting. Similarity between the transverse251

component and the radial component time derivative is expected in case of splitting due252

to seismic anisotropy if the dominant period is much smaller than the time delay δt (Silver253

& Chan, 1991; Chevrot, 2000).254

We measure splitting parameters (ϕ, δt, SI) for single-station records and beam255

traces for subarrays across USArray. An example set of measurements is shown in Fig-256

ure 3 for an event that occurred on 2011/12/14 (Supplementary Table 1) at a subarray257

located in the southern US. We show individual transverse and radial waveforms, sorted258

as a function of epicentral distance and aligned with respect to the expected SKS phase259

arrival according to the predictions of PREM. We also demonstrate transverse and ra-260

dial component beams along with the diagnostic splitting outputs from SplitRacer. The261

fast polarization direction (ϕ or ϕ′) and the time delay (δt) are both well-constrained.262

The particle motion of the beam is elliptical, as would be expected for a wave that has263

undergone splitting. After correcting for the best-fitting splitting parameters, the cor-264

rected particle motion is almost perfectly linear and the energy on the transverse com-265

ponent is minimized.266

4 Retrieval of SmKS beam splitting parameters for multiple phases267

We first demonstrate that we can successfully retrieve splitting parameters from268

beamformed data for multibounce SmKS phases for an example event-subarray config-269

uration. We show results for an event that occurred on 2010/07/29 (Supplementary Ta-270
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ble S1). We present waveforms and SplitRacer diagnostic plots for SKS (panel a), SKKS271

(b) and S3KS (c) phases in Figure 4. The radial waveforms of the three phases do not272

look exactly alike, as would be theoretically expected after applying the appropriate num-273

ber of Hilbert transforms (Section 3.1). However, for shear-wave splitting measurements274

it mainly matters how the radial component looks relative to the transverse component.275

This is why shear-wave splitting studies do not usually compare waveform shapes of dif-276

ferent SmKS phases on the same seismogram (e.g., Niu & Perez, 2004; Long & Lynner,277

2015; Reiss et al., 2019; Asplet et al., 2020; Lutz et al., 2020). In Figure 4, only little en-278

ergy arrives on the transverse component of the SKS beam (Figure 4a); accordingly, the279

particle motion is almost linear and the measurement would be classified as null. In con-280

trast, both the SKKS and S3KS phases exhibit clear partitioning of energy to the trans-281

verse component (Figure 4b,c) with elliptical particle motions, indicating significant split-282

ting. The estimated splitting parameters (ϕ, δt) for these phases are (115°, 0.8 s) for SKKS283

and (119°, 0.9 s) for S3KS. The estimated splitting intensity for SKKS and S3KS is sim-284

ilar (0.6 and 0.8), while SI is lower for SKS (0.2). This measurement is therefore an ex-285

ample of clearly discrepant SKS-SKKS-S3KS splitting, likely caused by the presence of286

lowermost mantle anisotropy, which is affecting the splitting of one or more phases. Specif-287

ically, the observation that the splitting intensity measured from SKS is different than288

for SKKS and S3KS (for which SI is similar) can be explained if SKKS and S3KS sam-289

ple similar lowermost mantle anisotropy, whereas the SKS travels through D′′ in a re-290

gion with different anisotropy (Figure 1a). Alternatively, all three phases may sample291

similar anisotropy in the lowermost mantle, and differences in splitting could be explained292

by the difference in incidence angle of these SmKS phases through the lowermost man-293

tle (Figure 1a).294

The measurements in Figure 4 demonstrate that splitting parameters can be re-295

trieved from beamformed data for multiple SmKS phases for the same source-receiver296

configuration, and that they can be well-constrained with tight confidence intervals. To297

our knowledge, this is the first published splitting measurement for an S3KS phase. The298

measurement of robust SKS, SKKS and S3KS splitting parameters for beams constructed299

for the same single-station seismograms enables us to explore differential splitting for more300

than two phases, extending beyond the commonly used SKS-SKKS approach.301
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5 Averaging of seismic anisotropy contribution in beams302

Here, we investigate how the shear-wave splitting signature that can be observed303

in individual single-station seismograms manifests in beams. While splitting will likely304

be primarily due to upper mantle anisotropy for most waves (e.g., Liu et al., 2014; Lutz305

et al., 2020), some arrivals may also be substantially influenced by seismic anisotropy306

in the deep mantle. For the purpose of this analysis, we investigate how the shear-wave307

splitting signature averages across subarray stations used in beams, without needing to308

distinguish explicitly between an upper and lowermost mantle anisotropy contribution.309

This also means that we can use the same analysis strategy for all waves, independent310

of potential upper and lowermost mantle contributions.311

5.1 Real data observations312

We focus on the full dataset shown in Figure 1a. For each event, we compare beam313

splitting parameters of SKS and SKKS phases to the average of the corresponding single-314

station splitting measurements (ϕ, δt, SI; with a circular averaging approach used to av-315

erage ϕ values). Our motivation for this comparison is to understand how the single-station316

splitting parameters, which themselves reflect seismic anisotropy integrated over a finite317

mantle volume, are averaged in a beamformed stack, particularly in regions which have318

laterally heterogeneous anisotropy.319

We present the results for all events for both SKS and SKKS phases in Figure 5.320

For each subarray, represented by its central station, we present the splitting parame-321

ters as sticks, with their angle to the north indicating the fast polarization direction and322

their length proportional to the delay time. We show the results for all subarrays for which,323

in addition to well-constrained beam splitting, we obtained at least four (Figure 5a) and324

eight (Figure 5b) well-constrained single-station splitting measurements, respectively. Split-325

ting parameters are defined as well-constrained if the 95% confidence intervals on ϕ are326

smaller than ±20° and smaller than ±0.5 s on δt. Figure 5 shows that the average of the327

single-station splitting parameters generally agrees well with the measured beam split-328

ting. The minor differences that exist between beam and average single-station splitting329

will be analyzed in more detail below, with focus on splitting intensity measurements.330

For smaller SNR data, the splitting intensity, SI (Chevrot, 2000), can be a more331

robust measurement quantity than the traditional splitting parameters (ϕ, δt) (see Mon-332
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teiller & Chevrot, 2011). Because beam splitting parameters approximately agree with333

the average single-station splitting of all seismograms that make up the beam in Figure 5,334

we next test whether this is also the case for SI. We analyze the SI difference between335

beam and average single-station splitting for the same dataset, only considering beam336

or single-station SI measurements whose 95% confidence intervals are smaller than ±0.5337

(Figure 6, first column). We also show the standard deviations of the mean of the single-338

station SI measurements (Figure 6, second column). Each panel represents the results339

for a different minimum number of well-constrained single-station SI measurements per340

subarray (first row: ≥ 4; second row: ≥ 8; third row: ≥ 12; fourth row: ≥ 16). For a341

large majority of measurements, we find that the difference in average single-station and342

beam SI is smaller than 0.3. For measurements for which the SI difference is relatively343

large, the standard deviation tends to be large too, indicating non-uniform single-station344

splitting across the subarray. We find that in general, the greater the measurement num-345

ber of well-constrained single-station splitting measurements that can be obtained for346

the subarray, the smaller the difference in SI tends to become. As the number of well-347

constrained single-station measurements that can be obtained will depend largely on SNRs,348

these results also indicate that for higher SNRs, beam and average single-station split-349

ting will be more similar. We note that the results presented so far do not indicate whether350

single-station or beam seismograms are more suitable to accurately characterize the an-351

isotropy in cases in which they disagree; we will explore this point further below.352

While it is apparent that, generally, the beam splitting parameters represent an av-353

erage of the single-station splitting parameters, some deviations from this rule can be354

observed in Figures 5 and 6. To understand better the reasons for these deviations, we355

investigate how the difference in SI between the single-station average and the beam split-356

ting depends on several factors, including the standard deviation of the single-station357

SI mean, the absolute value of the beam SI, the mean single-station SI confidence in-358

terval, as well as the mean single-station and beam SNRs. We additionally demonstrate359

how SNRs are improved through beamforming. These results are shown in Figure 7, which360

illustrates linear fits through the measurements in each plot, for subarrays for which at361

4 and at least 16 well-constrained single-station splitting measurements could be obtained,362

respectively. We do not imply that we necessarily expect linear relationships; rather, these363

fits enable us to see general trends despite the large number of measurements.364
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In Figure 7a, we first show the mean of the single-station SI values as a function365

of the beam splitting intensity. The trend is linear with a slope of 0.80 (≥ 4 well-constrained366

single-station measurements) and 0.91 (≥ 16), respectively (close to 1), as expected from367

the results presented in Figures 5 and 6. However, mean single-station SI values tend368

to be slightly lower than beam splitting intensities. In panel b of Figure 7, we show the369

mean size of the single-station 95% confidence intervals for SI as a function of the size370

of the beam 95% confidence interval. As would be intuitively assumed, the larger the mean371

of the single-station confidence intervals is, the larger the confidence interval for the beam372

tends to be, although this can only explain part of the variation (R2 = 0.22). In pan-373

els c-e, we show how the absolute difference between mean single-station SI and beam374

SI depends on (c) the standard deviation of the mean of the single-station SI measure-375

ments; (d) the absolute value of the beam SI; and (e) the mean size of the single-station376

95% confidence interval. While the SI difference cannot be well explained by the quan-377

tities explored in (c) and (d), for subarrays for which ≥ 16 single-station splitting mea-378

surements can be obtained, the SI difference tends to larger for larger mean single-station379

95% confidence intervals (R2 = 0.27). In panel (f) we show the beam SNR as a func-380

tion of the mean single-station SNR. The linear fits show slopes of 2.28 (≥ 4) and 3.93381

(≥ 16), indicating that the beam SNR is on average more than twice as large than the382

mean single-station SNR. Panel (g) shows how the SI difference depends on the mean383

SNR of the individual single-station SI measurements. Panel (h) shows the same for the384

SNR of the of the beam. The SI difference tends to be inversely proportional to the (mean)385

SNRs in panels g-h but the trends can only poorly explain the variation (R2 ≤ 0.03)386

when all data are considered together. A (seemingly) contradictory observation is that387

the SI difference tends to be lower for cases in which ≥ 16 well-constrained single-station388

splitting measurements can be obtained per subarray, considering that the number of389

well-constrained single-station measurements that can be obtained will be mainly influ-390

enced by single-station seismogram SNRs. However, in panels g-h, many more subarrays391

with lower mean single-station SNRs (1.5 to 5) are presented than with higher SNRs (≥392

5), which may skew trends. We will therefore pay particular attention to the role of SNRs393

in the following when zooming in on a specific subset of the data.394

Relatively large differences between average single-station and beam SI values can395

be observed for a region of the Cascadia backarc known as the High Lava Plains (HLP)396

region (black box in Figure 6). We analyze these data in more detail to understand why397
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our assumption about how upper mantle anisotropy averages in beams is not fully ac-398

curate for this particular region, which has been shown to exhibit strong SKS splitting399

with generally uniform, nearly east-west fast directions and laterally variable delay times400

(Long et al., 2009; Mondal & Long, 2020). In this test, we take advantage of the dense401

station spacing provided by stations of the High Lava Plains seismic experiment (Long402

et al., 2009). First, we test whether the difference in SI between the average of the single-403

stations and the beams is reduced by using a larger number of stations for the beams404

(Figure 8b-d). For this test, we run beams for this region while allowing a maximum num-405

ber of 20 (b), 30 (c) or 40 (d) individual single seismic stations to be included in each406

beam (and thereby increasing the subarray’s aperture). Figure 8 demonstrates that in-407

creasing the number of stations used for the beamforming does not lead to more sim-408

ilar average single-station and beam splitting, perhaps because increasing the station num-409

ber also increases the subarray aperture.410

For further analysis, we add the data from our HLP test to the plots shown pan-411

els a, b and g of Figure 7. These results are shown in Figure 8 e-g. We find that inde-412

pendent of how many stations are used to construct the beam, the mean single-station413

SI tends to be substantially lower than the beam SI (Figure 8e), while mean single-station414

SI 95% confidence intervals are relatively large (f) and SNRs from the single-station seis-415

mograms are low (g). We speculate, therefore, that the relatively large difference between416

single-station and beam SI values in the HLP region can perhaps be explained by the417

relatively poor data quality (and thus low SNRs) for the single-station seismograms ob-418

tained for the event used. To test this, we plot the data for mean single SNR values >419

5 or < 5 separately (Figure 8h-j). We find that for SNRs > 5, the mean single-station420

SI values tend to agree very well with the beam SI (linear fit with slope=0.94; Figure 8h).421

For SNRs < 5, on the other hand, the mean single-station SI values underestimate the422

magnitude of the beam SI (linear fit with slope=0.78; Figure 8j). (We also confirm this423

result with a synthetic test, which is described in Section 5.2). Additionally, the mean424

single-station SI 95% confidence interval and the SI difference between beam and av-425

erage single-station splitting are more strongly correlated with the beam SI 95% con-426

fidence interval for SNRs > 5 (Figure 8i-j,l-m).427

To ensure that our interpretation of large SI differences being due a high noise level428

affecting the single-station seismograms holds, we also construct beams for another event429

for the HLP region. For this other event, the differences in splitting intensity between430
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beam and average single-station splitting are generally lower (Supplementary Figure S1),431

indicating that the SI differences for the HLP region can in fact be explained by the de-432

tails of the data for the initially used event. The results of these tests suggest that for433

noisy data, SI values may generally be underestimated, consistent with conclusions drawn434

by other studies (e.g., Hein et al., 2021). We will further discuss this finding below in435

Section 7.436

5.2 Synthetic tests437

Next, we conduct a series of tests using synthetic input models to refine our un-438

derstanding of how beam splitting averages anisotropic structure across heterogeneous,439

anisotropic regions. We use AxiSEM3D to conduct both axisymmetric and fully 3D global440

wavefield simulations down to ∼5 s period, using PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981)441

as our radially symmetric background model. Our simulations include 1D attenuation442

(from PREM) and Earth’s ellipticity. In our simulations, we place the source at (60°N,443

150°W) and an we construct a synthetic array centered on (0°N, 30°E) with a station sep-444

aration of 0.5° (see Figure 9). The only nonzero component of the source moment ten-445

sor is Mtt; while this is not a realistic seismic source, the moment tensor is only impor-446

tant for this study insofar as this leads to substantial initial source SV-energy and thus447

high amplitude SmKS phases in the synthetic seismograms.448

We make use of the anisotropic module implemented into AxiSEM3D by Tesoniero449

et al. (2020), which allows the computation of synthetic seismograms for arbitrary seis-450

mic anisotropy. We conduct simulations for a set of simple models that include upper451

mantle anisotropy. As we focus here on how the anisotropic signature averages in beams,452

we could just as well carry out this test by considering lowermost mantle anisotropy, or453

both upper and lowermost mantle anisotropy. However, we choose to implement seismic454

anisotropy only in the upper mantle because such a scenario is very straightforward to455

understand. We implement lateral transitions of upper mantle anisotropy across the seis-456

mic array, similar to synthetic experiments carried out by Wolf et al. (2022b) for low-457

ermost mantle anisotropy. We always incorporate a horizontally transversely anisotropic458

(HTI) elastic tensor into the upper mantle, replacing PREM velocity structure between459

24 and 220 km depth. The anisotropy that we incorporate leads to a delay time of ∼1.0 s460

for SmKS phases at the receiver. To investigate how measurements of anisotropy in beams461

that spatially average across the array compare to single-station measurements, we con-462
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struct the following models of upper mantle anisotropy across the (sub-)array (see Fig-463

ure 9):464

1. Setup 1 (Figure 9b): Uniform anisotropy across the array. We implement three465

cases, with three different anisotropic fast directions, for which the angle between466

the backazimuth (that is, the initial wave polarization direction) and fast direc-467

tion of the HTI anisotropy is 0° (case 1), 30° (case 2) and 60° (case 3), respectively.468

2. Setup 2 (Figure 9c): We implement a transition between two anisotropic domains469

with different geometries. Again, we implement three cases, varying the angle be-470

tween initial polarization of the wave (or, equivalently, the backazimuth) and the471

fast polarization direction of the anisotropy. The fast polarization directions that472

we implement for both anisotropic domains are orthogonal to each other, allow-473

ing us to evaluate the averaging of splitting across the array in a straightforward474

manner. This is because splitting due to layers of anisotropy with orthogonal fast475

directions should effectively cancel.476

For the first benchmark setup, uniform upper mantle anisotropy is present across477

the array, as shown in the first row of Figure 10. For uniform anisotropy across the ar-478

ray (top panel in Figure 10), beam splitting agrees very well with the average single-station479

splitting. For the second setup, we place a transition between two contrasting (orthog-480

onal) anisotropic domains in the upper mantle beneath the array (Figure 10, middle row).481

We expect that measurements that sample equally across both domains should be null,482

as the effects of splitting cancel. We find that while the single-station seismograms are483

clearly split for the stations that are not very close to the transition between both an-484

isotropic domains (middle station row), the beam splitting is null, in agreement with the485

idea that beam splitting represents the average of the single-station splitting. The lower486

row of Figure 10 shows results for which we only perform beamforming for a subset of487

stations from the array. In this series of tests, we progressively remove one station row488

from one of the anisotropic domains, such that the other domain dominates the over-489

all beam splitting (left column). This becomes even clearer when excluding additional490

station rows from the beamforming (middle column). When we only apply the beam-491

forming to stations above one of the anisotropic domains, the results agree with those492

from setup 1 that includes uniform upper mantle anisotropy (lower row, right column).493
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Example synthetic single-station and beam waveforms from this experiment are shown494

in Supplementary Figure S2.495

In order to understand further how noise affects both the single-station and the beam496

measurements, we also conduct a test for which we systematically add Gaussian noise497

to the single-station synthetic data from setup 1 and case 2 and then conduct the beam-498

forming (Figure 11). We find that the beam splitting intensity estimate is relatively in-499

dependent of the single-station noise level, although the 95% confidence interval tends500

to increase as noise is added. The average single-station splitting intensity, on the other501

hand, decreases as noise is added, which is in agreement with the real-data results from502

the HLP region (Section 5.1) and is also in agreement with findings from previous pa-503

pers (Monteiller & Chevrot, 2011; Hein et al., 2021). This implies that beam splitting504

parameters are more reliable at characterizing the anisotropy than single-station split-505

ting measurements if noise levels are high. Additionally, and importantly, Figure 11e demon-506

strates that even if no well-constrained single-station measurement can be obtained, beam507

splitting can still be robust and reliable for the array. As higher noise levels are added,508

the beam approach breaks down for average single station SNRs < 1.3. This indicates509

that the beamforming approach is unlikely to be effective at determining shear-wave split-510

ting measurements if the contributing single station seismograms have a mean SNR < 1.3.511

This is a substantial advantage compared to single-station SI measurements whose re-512

liability starts to break down at larger SNRs (SNRs < 2; see Supplementary Figure S3).513

6 Potential applications of SmKS beam splitting514

We have investigated in Section 5.2 how the splitting signature from single-station515

seismograms averages in beams and shown that the splitting intensity of the beam will516

approximately equal the arithmetic mean of the single-station splitting intensities. Fur-517

thermore, we have shown that beamforming increases SNR and leads to more robust and518

reliable splitting estimates for noisy data. This observation suggests that splitting anal-519

ysis of beamformed data can help reliably resolve mantle anisotropy. It is commonly as-520

sumed that splitting contribution of upper mantle anisotropy dominates over the influ-521

ence of deep mantle anisotropy for SKS and SKKS phases (e.g., Niu & Perez, 2004; Liu522

et al., 2014; Walpole et al., 2014). Under this assumption, which is commonly made in523

traditional SmKS splitting studies, beam splitting measurements can be used to char-524

acterize seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle. However, there is a tradeoff between higher525
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SNRs and the loss of spatial resolution. Beam splitting can be interpreted as the aver-526

age upper mantle splitting across the (sub-)array. Our tests have shown that this will527

generally be a more reliable measure of the overall splitting contribution than averag-528

ing single-station splitting measurements if noise levels are high (Figure 11). However,529

this comes at a cost: the beam splitting averages spatially, so small-scale variability in530

upper mantle anisotropy cannot be resolved.531

For some applications, it may not be a disadvantage that the contribution of up-532

per mantle anisotropy is averaged laterally. For instance, measurements of differential533

SKS-SKKS splitting are typically interpreted as evidence for the presence of deep man-534

tle anisotropy (e.g., Tesoniero et al., 2020; Asplet et al., 2020) and are often made dif-535

ficult by low SNRs and the challenge of identifying high-quality SKS and SKKS phases536

on the individual seismograms. While the use of beamformed data will also lead to a loss537

of spatial resolution of lowermost mantle anisotropy, the amount of scatter for single-538

seismogram differential SKS-SKKS splitting measurements (e.g., due to noise) usually539

does not allow the analysis of small-scale deep mantle anisotropy patterns in any case540

(e.g., Reiss et al., 2019). We suggest, therefore, that beamform approaches have the po-541

tential to significantly improve studies of lowermost mantle anisotropy via SKS-SKKS542

differential splitting measurements.543

We illustrate these points by showing a proof-of-concept example for the SKS-SKKS544

differential splitting technique, applied to beamformed data. We choose two events (2009-545

10-07, 2011-09-05) whose raypaths sample the lowermost mantle beneath the northeast-546

ern Pacific Ocean, because for this region, particularly pronounced SKS-SKKS differ-547

ential splitting has been found in previous studies (Long, 2009; Asplet et al., 2020; Wolf548

& Long, 2022).549

We measure SKS-SKKS splitting intensity discrepancies from beamformed data (Fig-550

ure 12a) as well as from the single-station data that is used to create the beams (Fig-551

ure 12b). The black, dashed ellipse in Figure 12 indicates the region for which discrepant552

SKS-SKKS splitting has been previously observed by Wolf and Long (2022). Consistent553

with these previous results, we find that in this region, generally discrepant SKS-SKKS554

splitting can be observed, for both beam and single-station splitting measurements. A555

little further to the east and west, splitting tends to be nondiscrepant, which is also con-556

sistent with the observations of Wolf and Long (2022). Another swath of raypaths sam-557
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ples the lowermost mantle beneath southern Canada, which is a region for which, to our558

knowledge, SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancies have not been analyzed in the past. Both559

the beam and single-station splitting measurements tend to be nondiscrepant for this560

raypath geometry.561

While the general patterns of SKS-SKKS splitting intensity discrepancies are sim-562

ilar for beam and single-station SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancy measurements, the mea-563

surements from the beamformed data show much less scatter (Figure 12). In the single-564

station measurements, we often observe different behavior for directly adjacent raypaths,565

which is likely due to scatter caused by noise and not by lowermost mantle structure,566

suggesting that the beam measurements are more reliable. Figure 12 shows all well-constrained567

measurements (95% confidence intervals < ±0.5) that could be obtained from this par-568

ticular dataset for beams and single stations. For the single-station data, we obtain ap-569

proximately three times more usable discrepancy measurements than from the beams.570

However, by construction of the beams, we have approximately 15 times more single-station571

seismograms available for measurements than beams (because 10-20 seismograms are used572

to create a beam), meaning that roughly five times more data contribute to our beam573

splitting discrepancy analysis overall.574

7 Discussion and conclusion575

For the interpretation of shear-wave splitting measurements from beamformed data,576

it is important to understand how the splitting signature from the single seismograms577

contributes to the beam’s splitting signature. To explore this, we applied the beam split-578

ting technique to real data for subarrays across USArray and compared our results to579

single-station splitting. We also carried out synthetic tests using simple but heteroge-580

neous upper mantle anisotropy models. These results indicate that beam splitting gen-581

erally agrees with the average of the single-station splitting for those seismograms that582

contribute to the beam. This average can be expressed either in terms of the splitting583

parameters (ϕ, δt) or SI.584

We have shown that shear-wave splitting measurements can be performed using585

beamformed SmKS data, which has the advantage of higher SNRs compared to single-586

station seismograms. This enables us to measure shear-wave splitting from phases that587

are not usually used for this purpose; for example, S3KS phases (Figure 3). The inclu-588
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sion of additional seismic phases in shear-wave splitting studies makes it possible to use589

earthquakes from a large distance range and to exploit less commonly used ray geome-590

tries. This leads to new possibilities for the characterization of seismic anisotropy in Earth’s591

mantle and may be particularly powerful for studies of lowermost mantle anisotropy, which592

are often hampered by limited ray coverage and by difficulties in isolating the lowermost593

mantle contribution. The beam approach can, in principle, be used for any seismic phase.594

We are currently exploring the application of beamformed data in lowermost mantle split-595

ting studies using phases other than SmKS, such as Sdiff and ScS. We are also working596

to routinely incorporate S3KS phases into studies of lowermost mantle anisotropy us-597

ing SmKS splitting discrepancies.598

Our real-data analysis does not show evidence that laterally changing anisotropy599

across a subarray affects how accurately the beam splitting reflects an average of the single-600

station splitting parameters (Figure 6). Rather, simple synthetic modeling suggests that601

such averaging works remarkably well if a transition between two anisotropic domains602

is incorporated across the (sub-)array (Figure 10). Similarly, 3D effects to the waveforms603

caused small structures close to the receivers, potentially influencing splitting measure-604

ments, likely influence beams less than single-station measurements. Rather, effects of605

such small-scale scattering will be laterally averaged in beams, such that beam splitting606

measurements will be largely unaffected.607

While it is generally true that beam splitting agrees with average single-station split-608

ting, we find that if single-seismogram SNRs are low, the beam SI values tend to be larger609

than the average single-station SI. Our results indicate that this is due to the fact that610

high noise leads to an underestimate of SI for the single-station seismograms, meaning611

that the beam SI measurement will be a more accurate reflection of the splitting sig-612

nal than the single-station measurements (Figure 11). This implies that splitting inten-613

sity, measured from single-station data, provides a lower bound for the actual value, which614

should be considered in their geologic interpretation (see also Monteiller & Chevrot, 2011;615

Hein et al., 2021). We suggest that if SI values are used to identify the strength of seis-616

mic anisotropy, it should generally be ensured that SNRs are sufficiently large. Similarly,617

if we compare SI values from different seismic phases (for example, in the context of SKS-618

SKKS differential splitting), care must be taken to ensure that the noise level affecting619

both phases is similar. In any case, however, increasing SNR levels via beamforming is620

a promising approach.621
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The beamformed SmKS splitting technique opens avenues for novel shear-wave split-622

ting analyses. We can also use traditional splitting techniques for beamformed data. This623

approach yields larger SNRs and more robust measurements for beams, although it comes624

at the cost of lateral averaging of the anisotropic signature. The measurement of beam625

splitting may be helpful for the characterization of upper mantle anisotropy, especially626

if single-station SNRs are low, although this approach will obscure any lateral variabil-627

ity on length scales smaller than the subarrays used to construct the beams.628

Beamformed data will be particularly helpful to resolve lowermost mantle aniso-629

tropy. The anisotropic signature associated with lowermost mantle anisotropy is often630

compromised by the upper mantle anisotropy contribution (e.g., Wolf et al., 2022a). Us-631

ing beamformed data, we can select (sub-)arrays such that the upper mantle contribu-632

tion to beam splitting is weak (e.g., by stacking data across regions with weak or later-633

ally variable anisotropy). As an example, we measure SKS-SKKS differential splitting634

across USArray stations in the western US. The results obtained from beams are sub-635

stantially less scattered than those from the single-station seismograms, likely because636

the stacking process naturally removes noise. We suggest that SKS-SKKS differential637

splitting measurements from beams are more reliable than from single-station seismo-638

grams. Future work will include applying this analysis strategy to study SmKS splitting639

discrepancies on a global scale using beamformed data.640

To summarize, we have demonstrated that the application of shear-wave splitting641

on beamformed data and that beams average the single-station splitting signature across642

the (sub-)array. Due to increased SNRs, beamforming leads to better constrained shear-643

wave splitting parameters than single-station seismograms. Therefore, beamforming al-644

lows the ability to measure splitting parameters from phases that are usually too low qual-645

ity for individual seismograms to be useful for splitting analyses. As a result, we can use646

traditional splitting techniques for beamformed data. Therefore, the measurement of shear-647

wave splitting from beamformed data has potential for improving estimates of both up-648

per and, especially, lowermost mantle anisotropy.649
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Figure 1. (a) SKS, SKKS and S3KS raypaths between source (yellow star) and receiver (or-

ange triangle), shown in a cross-section for a source-receiver distance of 131°. Anisotropy can be

found in the upper (pink) and lowermost (light green) mantle while the mid-mantle (white) is

largely isotropic. (b) Source-subarray configuration used in this study. Sources are represented

as yellow stars, central stations of subarrays as orange triangles, and raypaths from sources to

subarrays (represented as central stations) as solid gray lines. A zoom-in presents the subarray

coverage across the United States.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the beamforming approach for an event that occurred on 2011/12/14

(Supplementary Table S1). (a) Stations are represented as triangles and plotted in white if be-

longing to the selected subarray. The subarray is located in the Southern US (see inset) and its

center (black dot) is in Louisiana. Radial (b-d) and transverse (e-g) traces and vespagrams for

SKS, SKKS, and S3KS phases recorded at the 13 USArray stations. Individual traces, normal-

ized to the maximum amplitude across all traces, are aligned on (b and e) SKS, (c and f) SKKS,

and (d and g) S3KS. The vespagram figures show beam amplitude (times 106) as a function of

slowness (y-axis) and time (x-axis). The PREM predicted arrival time and slowness of each phase

are marked by the solid black vertical line and black circle, respectively, and the selected arrival

time and slowness, for which the beam amplitude is maximum of all those tested, are marked

by the dashed black vertical line and white circle respectively. The blue trace shows the beam

constructed using the slowness marked by the white circle.
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Figure 3. Representation of the splitting procedure used in this study for a subarray with

central station 242A and an event that occurred on 2011/12/14 (Supplementary Table S1, Fig-

ure 2), demonstrated using the SKS phase. (a) Single-station (blue lines) radial (upper row) and

transverse component seismograms (lower row) as a function of distance and corresponding beam

traces (black). Single seismograms are aligned with respect to the SKS arrival time predicted

by PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981), which is shown as a red line. (b) SplitRacer (Reiss

& Rümpker, 2017) representation of the splitting measurements from the beam trace. Left side:

Energy map in ϕ′-δt plane, with the 95% confidence interval of the splitting parameters shown

in black and the best-fitting splitting parameters shown with red lines. ϕ′ is calculated in a ray-

attached coordinate frame, meaning that the traditional fast direction ϕ (in a station centered

coordinate frame, measured from geographic north) and ϕ′ are identical if the radial component

is aligned with the north direction (see Section 3.2). Right side: Particle motions (black solid

line) before (top row) and after (bottom row) correcting for splitting. The red line shows in the

backazimuthal direction. (c) Top row: Location of the subarray, represented by its central station

(yellow triangle). Bottom row: Zoom-in to all stations of the subarray (see legend). Single-station

splitting parameters (ϕ, δt) are shown as black sticks at the location of the station. The overall

beam splitting is represented by the light blue stick and agrees well with the measured single-

station splitting.
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Figure 4. Splitting diagnostic plots from SplitRacer (Reiss & Rümpker, 2017) for the beam-

formed waveforms from an event that occurred on 2010/07/29 (Supplementary Table S1) for a

subarray in South Dakota, with a source-subarray distance of approximately 116°. (a) Top row

shows the waveforms of the SKS stack (radial, top trace; transverse, bottom trace) as blue solid

line, the predicted SKS arrival as a green line, and the start/end of the 50 randomly chosen mea-

surement time windows with red lines. The upper diagram to the left shows the particle motion

for the original stack (black line), the lower diagrams for the waveforms that were corrected for

splitting. The red lines in the diagrams indicate the backazimuthal direction. To the right, the

best fitting splitting parameters are shown in the ϕ′−δt-plane, with black color indicating the

95% confidence region. The stacked SKS waveforms are only slightly split and would be charac-

terized as a null measurement, with SI < 0.3. Best-fitting splitting parameters (ϕ, δt, SI) are

shown at the bottom. (b) Same representation as in panel (a), but for the SKKS phase. The

SKKS phase is clearly split. (c) Same representation as in panel (a), but for the S3KS phase.

The S3KS phase is clearly split, with similar splitting parameters as SKKS.
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 Single station average1s Beam splitting

Figure 5. Comparison of average single-station splitting parameters (ϕ, δt) for individual

event-subarray combinations with the corresponding beam splitting for all data analyzed this

study. This figure includes results for SKS and SKKS phases. While, in principle, SKS and

SKKS splitting parameters could both be shown for a single station and plot on top of each

other, this is not what practically happens. (a) Splitting parameters (ϕ, δt) are shown as sticks,

representing fast polarization directions (angle to the north) and delay time (proportional to

the length, see legend). Sticks are plotted at the location of the central station of the subarray

(yellow triangle) and colored either black (single-station average) or light blue (beam split-

ting). Single-station averages of the splitting parameters (ϕ, δt) approximately agree with the

beam splitting parameters. For this panel those subarrays are shown for which at least 4 well-

constrained single-station splitting measurements could be obtained. (b) Same as panel a, but

including subarrays for which at least 8 well-constrained single-station splitting measurements

could be obtained.
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Figure 6. SI differences for (for SKS and SKKS phases, and all events) between the average

of the single-station measurements for a subarray and the corresponding beam (first column) as

well as standard deviations of the single-station mean splitting intensity (second column). First

row: The absolute value of the splitting intensity difference and the standard deviation are plot-

ted as a gray circles at the central station location of the subarray. The gray color scale indicates

the magnitude of the difference (see legend). In this row all subarrays are included for which at

least 4 well-constrained single-station splitting intensity measurements could be obtained. The

High Lava Plains regions, for which SI difference values are relatively large, is marked by the

black rectangle. Second row: Same as panel a for at least 8 well-constrained single-station split-

ting intensity measurements; third row: at least 12 well-constrained measurements; and fourth

row: at least 16 well-constrained measurements. The SI difference and standard deviation tend

to decrease the more single-station measurements are be obtained for a subarray.
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Figure 7. Dependence of beam and average single-station splitting intensities (and uncertain-

ties), as well as their difference, on various factors. Different symbols are plotted for subarrays

for which more than 4, 8, 12 and 16 well-constrained single-station SI measurements could be

obtained (see legend). Green (≥ 4 single-station measurements) and violet (≥ 16) lines are fitted

into the measurement values to make trends visible. (a) Mean single-station SI plotted against

beam SI. A linear trend with a slope of 0.80 (≥ 4) or, respectively, 0.91∼1 (≥ 16) can be ob-

served. (b) Mean size of the 95% confidence interval for the single-station measurements plotted

against the confidence interval size of the beam. (c) Absolute value of the difference in SI be-

tween the single-station average for a subarray and the corresponding beam splitting intensity,

dependent on the standard deviation of the mean of the single-station SI measurements. (d-e)

SI difference plotted against absolute value of the beam splitting intensity (d) and mean size of

the single-station 95% confidence interval (e). (f) Beam SNR as a function of the mean single-

station SNR. The linear slopes are 2.3 (≥ 4) and 3.9 (≥ 16) (g,h) SI difference dependent on

average single-station SNR and beam SNR.
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Figure 8. Detailed Investigation of HLP measurements for an event that occurred 2007/12/15

(Supplementary Table S1) and investigation of the influence of single-station SNRs for all events.

(a) Individual stations used for beamforming. (b-d) SI differences between the average of the

single-station measurements for a subarray and the corresponding beam. Similar plotting con-

ventions as in Figure 6 (see legend). In each panel a maximum number of 20 (b), 30 (c) or 40

(d) stations is included in the beam. For every beam the total number stations included equals

the maximum number or is slightly lower. The SI difference does not generally decrease if more

stations are included in the beamforming. (e-g) Similar plotting conventions as in Figure 7 with

linear fits represented as colored lines (see legend). Gray markers are as in Figure 7 for ≥4 well-

constrained single-station measurements, while yellow (maximum 20 stations), blue (30) and

red (40) markers correspond to the different station numbers of the HLP dataset. For the HLP

region, for this particular event, the beam splitting intensity tends to be larger than the aver-

age of the single-stations (e), single-station 95% confidence intervals are relatively large (f) and

SNRs are relatively low (g). (h-m) Similar to Figure 7, with measurements seperated according

to SNR with SNR<5 (h-j) and >5 (k-m). For lower single-station SNRs (<5), the beam splitting

intensity tends to be larger than the average of the single-station seismograms (linear fit of 0.79),

while for larger SNRs (>5) both values tend to be similar (linear fit of 0.95).
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(a)

Figure 9. Model configuration for synthetic simulations that include HTI anisotropy in the

upper mantle. (a) The raypath between source (yellow star) and central station of the array (yel-

low triangle) is shown as a black line. (b) Setup 1, for which we incorporate uniform anisotropy

across the array. We calculate synthetic seismograms for 25 stations (violet triangles; central

station: yellow triangle). Bottom: Sticks representing fast polarization directions (angle to the

north) and delay times (proportional to the length) for three different rotations of the HTI elas-

tic tensor. Strength of anisotropy is chosen such that delay times are always ∼1.0 s. (c) Setup

2, for which we incorporate a transition between two anisotropic domains. Stations above the

first anisotropic domain are colored violet and stations above the second anisotropic domain are

shown as light red triangles. The corresponding fast splitting directions are shown as sticks at the

bottom as in panel b.
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Figure 10. Shear-wave splitting results from beamformed SKS phases for the model config-

urations presented in Figure 9. Splitting parameters are represented as black bars (split) and

Xs (null) for single stations, and in light blue for the resulting beam (see legend). Upper row:

Results for setup 1 and cases 1, 2 and 3. The difference between these cases is the fast anisotropy

direction of the HTI anisotropy incorporated into the upper mantle. For case 1, the backazimuth

is in the direction of the fast polarization direction, leading to null splitting; for cases 2 and 3

splitting of the waveforms is evident and the beam splitting matches the individual station split-

ting well. Middle and lower row: Results for setup 2 and cases 1, 2 and 3. A lateral transition

of anisotropy is implemented into the upper mantle, such that the fast polarization directions of

the domains are orthogonal to each other (see Figure 9), with the transition between the aniso-

tropic domains is in the middle of the array, the resulting beam splitting is null (middle row) as

expected. In the lower row, we show beam averaging with different subarrays for setup 2, case

2, such that rows of stations are progressively removed from the beam averaging. As expected,

when more stations are affected by one type of receiver side anisotropy than the other, the result-

ing splitting is approximately an average weighted by the number of stations influenced by each

anisotropic domain. Waveforms for case 2 of setups 1 and 2 are shown in Supplementary Figure

S2.
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Figure 11. Behavior of single-station and beam splitting intensities for different noise levels of

the single-station seismograms for for setup 1, case 2 (Figure 9). The noise level is increased from

panel (a) to (f), with SNR values shown at top. Single-station (black markers with errorbars;

indicating 95% confidence intervals) and beam (light blue region) splitting intensities are mea-

sured using SplitRacer (Reiss & Rümpker, 2017). The mean single station SI is shown as a solid

red line. We only include measurements for which the 95% confidence intervals are smaller than

±0.5, and plot measurements that would be visually defined as poor in light gray (see legend).
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Figure 12. SKS and SKKS splitting intensity discrepancies for two example events (from

2009/10/07 and 2011/09/05, see Table S1), measured from (a) beamformed data and (b) single-

station seismograms. The black dashed line indicates the region for which SKS-SKKS differential

splitting was detected by Wolf and Long (2022). Colored circles represent the magnitude of the

splitting intensity difference between SKS and SKKS phases (see legend) and are plotted in the

middle of a gray line that connects the pierce point of SKKS 250 km above the CMB and the

pierce point of SKS at the CMB. (a) Shows measurements for beamformed data with subarray

central stations shown as yellow triangles. (b) Similar to panel a, but for single-station seismo-

grams. Stations are plotted as black circles; plotting conventions are otherwise identical to panel

a.
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Supplementary Table11

Table S1. Origin time, latitude, longitude, depth and moment magnitude of the events used in

this study, according to the International Seismological Centre (ISC) catalogue.

Time (UTC) Lat [°] Lon [°] Depth [km] Moment Magnitude

2007-12-15 09:39:54 -6.66 131.13 65.1 6.4
2009-10-07 21:41:14 4.09 122.54 586.8 6.8
2009-10-24 14:40:44 6.12 130.43 140.3 6.9
2010-07-29 07:31:56 6.56 123.36 615.8 6.6
2011-09-05 17:55:12 3.03 98.00 106.6 6.7
2011-12-14 05:04:57 -7.53 146.81 128.5 7.1
2011-03-10 17:08:37 -6.86 116.73 518.6 6.6
2012-03-21 22:15:05 -6.22 146.01 117.7 6.6
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Supplementary Figures12
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Figure S1. Difference in splitting intensity between the beam and the average of the single

station seismograms that contribute to the beam, represented as a gray circle (legend) at the

position of the beam’s central station. (a) Identical to Figure 9b of the main manuscript for the

High Lava Plains (HLP) region. (b) Same plotting conventions for different event and a different

station distribution. The overall geographic SI difference patterns are different for panels (a)

and (b) indicating that the large SI differences for the HLP region are mainly due to poor single

station data quality for the event from panel (a).
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Figure S2. Single station (blue) and beam (black) waveforms as a function of distance for the

synthetic test presented in the main manuscript. The predicted SKS arrival according to PREM

is indicated by a thin red line. Waveforms for setup 1 and case 2 (see Figures 9 and 10) are pre-

sented in the left panel; waveforms for setup 2 and case 2 (see Figures 9 and 10) are shown in the

right panel.
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Figure S3. Splitting intensity as a function signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for one randomly

selected synthetic seismogram from the synthetic test that is presented in the main manuscript.

Before measuring the splitting intensity, we added Gaussian noise to the waveforms and then

determined the resulting SNR. SI ≈ 1 is expected in the absence of noise. Splitting intensities

(black circles) and 95% confidence intervals (error bars) were determined using SplitRacer. For

SNRs smaller than 2, splitting intensity measurements are not reliable.
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